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Customer Name:

Word Specialist
Project #: W-12

Ja zz

My Wheels

Assigned to: You, the MS Word Specialist
Project Title: Detailing Overview
Date: (current date, 20xx)

Note: Prior to beginning this project, review the Company Overview provided on page 17.

My Wheels is offering technical training classes for adults. Anyone interested in pursuing this
type of a business can take these training classes. A committee from Jazz My Wheels has been
gathering information to include in the course that they plan to offer next semester at the local
community college. They need to look at what has been collected so far and put it together into
Jazz

one document,

the Microsoft Word Specialist, you will create one document from multiple files. Simply copying
and pasting a file can be confusing and take an unnecessary amount of time, especially if the file
is lengthy. lnstead, you will insert three files into a document, combining them to make one
complete document.

As

t. An example of what your finished document should look like has been provided. Refer to this
document for visualguidance as you complete the instructions. When you see an icon in the
instructions, look for the matching icon in the finished document.

2. Creating one document from multiple files can be done effectively

by inserting files into

document.

3. Read through allof the instructions before proceeding with the project.

a

L. Using Microsoft Word, open a new document.
Z" Set all document margins at l- inch.

3.

Unless otherwise noted, the font should be set to Arial 12 ppoint.

4.

ment W-LZ.L,
lown in Docum
On the first line of the document, key the text exactly as shc
See icon
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'' folder

your

within the '" )azz

"W,
Vord Projects"
Project W-12 Description in
I S. Save the document asfolder.
I My Wheels Projects"
| 0. Open a second document in Microsof,[ Word.
I l. On the first line of the document, key the text exactly as shoown in Documtnent W-L2.2,
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see ico,

g.
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Save this document as Project W-12 Who Does

lt in your "V'Word

s" folder within thee
Projects''

I

"Jazz My Wheels Projects" folder.
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I g. Open a third document in Microsoft Word.
I ,0. On the first line of the document, key the text exactly as sh,hown in Docunrment W-L2.3.
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see icon
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Vord Projects"' Ifolder within the '" Jazz
11. Save the document as Project W-LZHow Much in your "Wt
My Wheels Projects" folder.
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tailing Overview in
it as Proirrject W-12 Deta
I L2, Open a fourth document in Microsoft Word. SaveWheels
rojects" folder.r.
Prt
I
Vour "Word Projects" folder within the azz My
rd, key the title as
and ce nte r-a ligned
I t3. On the first line of the document, using all caps, bold,See
ict
conffi
shown in Document W-12.4 and then double-space.
I
| ,0. tnsert the file W-12 Description into the document. See ico,o^ffi
I ,r. Doubte-space and then insert the W-12 Who Does lt file innto the docum(nent. See icon ffi
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ent. See ico.
lo the documer
16. Double-space and then insert the W-LzHow Much file intc
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your document and check to be sure that there is oone blank line: between each
| ,r. Review
paragraph heading in the document.
I
'e
your final
I t8. Carefully proofread your work for accuracy and format. Chtreck to be sure that
I
document matches Document W-L2.4.
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Resave the final document in your "Word Projects" folder

within the "Jazz My Wheels

Projects" folder.

20. Print

a copy of the document

if required by your instructor'
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AUTO DETAILING DESCRIPTION
UK: (Car valeting) is the performance of an extremely thorough cleaning, polishing, and waxing of an
automobile, both inside and out, to produce a show-quality level of detail. Besides improving apPearance,
detailing helps to preserve the resale Yalue of a car.
Today, the United States may have more than 50,000 detailers in operation. Some are franchisees

of national auto detailing chains. Many have no actual business address, instead working as mobile
operators or in vacant parking lots. Detailing/valeting can be practiced for personal satisfaction, and it is
also performed to prepare a car for car shows that feature the appearance of cars'

WHO DOES THIS SERVICE?
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Auto detailing services are typically offered at car washes, specialty stores, and auto body repair shops.
Car washes generally offer lower-cost detailing for the average consumer. Businesses that specialize in
auto detailing wilt usually target car owners who are selling a vehicle, car enthusiasts or luxury vehicle
o*ners, and fleet or government contracts. Auto body repair shops offer post-repair auto
services. According to Consumers' Checkbook, more mobile operators are going to customers'
or businesses with a truck, a trailer, and a mounted water

detailing
homes

tank.
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HOW MUCH DOES DETAILTNG COST?
Fees for auto detailing run an average of $58 for a basic package for passenger cars to $89 for larger
vehicles such as SUVs and mini-vans. Upgraded packages run an average of $147 for passenger cars
to $188 for larger vehicles.
Prices will vary not only by size of vehicle, but also by geographical location, interior style, and type
of services selected. Packages will usually offer the best prices, but most businesses offer a la carte
services as well.

Sou rce : http :l I en.wiki ped ia.o

rg/wiki/Auto-detailing
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DETAILING OVERVIEW
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AUro DETAILING DESCRIPTION

i

UK: (Car valeting) is the performance of an extremely thorough cleaning, polishing,
and waxing of an automobile, both inside and out, to produce a show-quality level of
detail. Besides improving appearance, detailing helps to preserve the resale value
of a car.
Today, the United States may have more than 50,000 detailers in operation. Some are
franchisees of national auto detailing chains. Many have no actual business address,
instead working as mobile operators or in vacant parking lots. Detailing/valeting can
be practiced for personal satisfaction, and it is also performed to prepare a car for car
shows that feature the appearance of cars.
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wHo DoES rHls sERVt cE?
Auto detailing services are typically offered at car washes, specialty stores, and auto
body repair shops. Car washes generally offer lower-cost detailing for the average
consumer. Businesses that specialize in auto detailing will usually target car owners
who are selling a vehicle, car enthusiasts or luxury vehicle owners, and fleet or
government contracts. Auto body repair shops offer post-repair auto detailing services.
According to Consumers'Checkbook, more mobile operators are going to customers'
homes or businesses with a truck, a trailer, and a mounted water tank.
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How MUcH DoES DETAILING cosr?
Fees for auto detailing run an average of $58 for a basic package for passenger cars
to $89 for larger vehicles such as SUVs and mini-vans. Upgraded packages run an
average of $147 for passenger cars to $188 for larger vehicles.
Prices will vary not only by size of vehicle, but also by geographical location, interior
style, and type of services selected. Packages will usually offer the best prices, but
most businesses offer a la carte services as well.
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